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Figure S1. Result of molecular dynamics (MD) simulation showing the secondary 
structure helix content for COMT (A, B) and V108M COMT (C, D) in the presence of 
oleacein (R), intermediates (TS) or their putative catalyzed products (meta-methylation 
O5 oleacein and meta-methylation O6 oleacein); and in the presence of tolcapone (R), 
intermediates (TS) or their potentially catalyzed products (meta-methylation O5 
tolcapone and meta-methylation O6 tolcapone). Panels E (oleacein) and F (tolcapone) 
include average values and standard deviation for the analyzed parameter at last 10 
ns and all 100 ns of the MD simulation. The legends are included in each panel to 
facilitate reading.  



 
Figure S2. Result of molecular dynamics (MD) simulation showing the secondary 
structure sheet content for COMT (A, B) and V108M COMT (C, D) in the presence of 
oleacein (R), intermediates (TS) or their putative catalyzed products (meta-methylation 
O5 oleacein and meta-methylation O6 oleacein); and in the presence of tolcapone (R), 
intermediates (TS) or their potentially catalyzed products (meta-methylation O5 
tolcapone and meta-methylation O6 tolcapone). Panels E (oleacein) and F (tolcapone) 
include average values and standard deviation for the analyzed parameter at last 10 
ns and all 100 ns of the MD simulation. The legends are included in each panel to 
facilitate reading.   



 
Figure S3. Result of molecular dynamics (MD) simulation showing the secondary 
structure turn content for COMT (A, B) and COMT V108M (C, D) in the presence of 
oleacein (R), intermediates (TS) or their putative catalyzed products (meta-methylation 
O5 oleacein and meta-methylation O6 oleacein); and in the presence of tolcapone (R), 
intermediates (TS) or their potentially catalyzed products (meta-methylation O5 
tolcapone and meta-methylation O6 tolcapone). Panels E (oleacein) and F (tolcapone) 
include average values and standard deviation for the analyzed parameter at last 10 
ns and all 100 ns of the MD simulation. The legends are included in each panel to 
facilitate reading.   



 
Figure S4. Result of molecular dynamics (MD) simulation showing the secondary 
structure coil content for COMT (A, B) and V108M COMT (C, D) in the presence of 
oleacein (R), intermediates (TS) or their putative catalyzed products (meta-methylation 
O5 oleacein and meta-methylation O6 oleacein); and in the presence of tolcapone (R), 
intermediates (TS) or their potentially catalyzed products (meta-methylation O5 
tolcapone and meta-methylation O6 tolcapone). Panels E (oleacein) and F (tolcapone) 
include average values and standard deviation for the analyzed parameter at last 10 
ns and all 100 ns of the MD simulation. The legends are included in each panel to 
facilitate reading.   



 
Figure S5. Result from molecular dynamics (MD) simulation showing the radius of 
gyration of the solute measured in Å for COMT (A, B) and V108M COMT (C, D) in the 
presence of oleacein (R), intermediates (TS) or their putative catalyzed products 
(meta-methylation O5 oleacein and meta-methylation O6 oleacein); and in the 
presence of tolcapone (R), intermediates (TS) or their potentially catalyzed products 
(meta-methylation O5 tolcapone and meta-methylation O6 tolcapone). Panels E 
(oleacein) and F (tolcapone) include average values and standard deviation for the 
analyzed parameter at last 10 ns and all 100 ns of the MD simulation. The legends are 
included in each panel to facilitate reading.   



 
Figure S6. Result from molecular dynamics (MD) simulation showing the number of 
hydrogen bonds in the solute for COMT (A, B) and V108M COMT (C, D) in the 
presence of oleacein (R), intermediates (TS) or their putative catalyzed products 
(meta-methylation O5 oleacein and meta-methylation O6 oleacein); and in the 
presence of tolcapone (R), intermediates (TS) or their potentially catalyzed products 
(meta-methylation O5 tolcapone and meta-methylation O6 tolcapone). Panels E 
(oleacein) and F (tolcapone) include average values and standard deviation for the 
analyzed parameter at last 10 ns and all 100 ns of the MD simulation. The legends are 
included in each panel to facilitate reading.   



 
Figure S7. Result from molecular dynamics (MD) simulation showing the number of 
hydrogen bonds between solute and solvent for COMT (A, B) and V108M COMT (C, 
D) in the presence of oleacein (R), intermediates (TS) or their putative catalyzed 
products (meta-methylation O5 oleacein and meta-methylation O6 oleacein); and in 
the presence of tolcapone (R), intermediates (TS) or their potentially catalyzed 
products (meta-methylation O5 tolcapone and meta-methylation O6 tolcapone). 
Panels E (oleacein) and F (tolcapone) include average values and standard deviation 
for the analyzed parameter at last 10 ns and all 100 ns of the MD simulation. The 
legends are included in each panel to facilitate reading. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Figure S8. A. Representation of the bidentate Mg2+ coordination established by oleacein at the catechol-binding place of COMT. B. 
Representation of the stationary structures corresponding to the reactants (R), Transition States (TS), and products (P) by methylation of a 
single oleacein hydroxyl to form the meta- (O5) or para- (O6) product. Right panels. Potential energies obtained for the COMT-catalyzed meta- 
and para-methylation of oleacein and their associated energy profiles. Several groups have calculated the reaction barrier for catechol to be 
approximately 20 kcal/mol in height (dashed line) (Roca et al., 2003).  

 


